
How a multinational 
delivery company 
reduced call volume  
by 50%

Reducing call wait times during  labor shortage

The call center was experiencing a higher volume of calls than they could 
manage effectively with the number of operators they had. 

To relieve pressure on the contact center, the company invested in online 
self-service, but customers were still calling. As a result, customers faced 
34-minute wait times, and agents were forced to rush through calls.

Using trust-led conversations to drive zero touch resolution

Callers would often try to negotiate with agents to organize delivery options 
outside company guidelines. In order to achieve some level of zero-touch 
resolution, it was crucial that customers trusted the response they received 
from the voice assistant. 

The PolyAI voice assistant understands customers, however they speak, and 
can extract intent from long utterances. 

The voice assistant explains its decision at every step of the conversation so 
callers understand why they are receiving certain outcomes. Because callers 
feel understood, and trust that they are receiving the best possible responses, 
they don’t insist on speaking to an agent.

This multinational delivery company delivers 3 billion packages 
annually for individuals and businesses. The company cares 
deeply about customer service and maintains a contact center 
to handle calls, including tracking, delivery rescheduling, and 
general questions. 

50%  
Zero Touch Resolution* 
on day one 

Launched in 6 weeks with 
no training data needed
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Launching new languages

Now that the company has proven the value of its voice assistant, they are 
expanding into new territories. They have just released the voice assistant in 
French and German
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The percentage of calls that are fully 
resolved without the customer needing 
to speak to a live agent.

If you’d like to learn more, please visit  
poly.ai/request-demo or get in touch 
with your account representative today.

http://poly.ai/request-demo

